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Halloween Heads Up
By John J. Eddy
Executive Editor
AH Hallows Eve is close
approaching us, meaning all
night keggers and dancing until
dawn for most of our younger
students. Though Halloween is
all about dressing up for a good
time with friends and family, it
is also a time of potential danger.
In wake of the continuing
threats of terrorism, and the biomadness that has gripped the
media, organizations like the
American Red Cross and The
Halloween Association are
urging adults to take extra
precautions
this
year.
Afraid of poisoned candy?
According to University of
Delaware sociologist Joel Best,
who has tracked every
Halloween candy tampering
case reported in the New York
Times, Chicago Tribune and
Los Angeles Times since 1958,
only one candy tampering death
can be confirmed and in that
case, a father poisoned his own
son. In fact. Best claims that in
most reported cases, the
children have slipped the pin or
razor blade into the candy and

A friendly Skeleton on display in the

made certain their parents
discovered it — a misguided
Halloween prank. Still, parents
and children both feel better if
you exercise a little caution.
What to do if you're not a
parent, not a pet-owner, not a

children will be roaming. Keep
in mind that many parents will
be leaving work early or rushing
home to supervise children's
activities, so be on the lookout
for increased traffic. Shopping
areas and stores are also bound
to be congested. Be especially
vigilant about children in the
road, or darting out from
between
parked
cars.
Use headlights, even during
the day, to increase your visibility.
Have a designated driver, if you're
heading for a party - or avoid
alcohol
altogether.
When thinking of Halloween
parties, many parents tend to
think of binge drinking. This
involves the consumption of too
much alcohol in too little time.
According to the most recent
Harvard School of Public
Health College Alcohol Study,
two out of five college students
Photo by J.J. Eddy
are
binge
drinkers.
office of Admissions and Registration
Be safe, and when permitted be
sane. Watch what you drink, be
property-owner, but a partygoer aware of where you are and who
or someone else with a reason to is around you, and above all have
be out and about on Halloween? a good lime this Halloween night.
As always, exercise caution.
Drive at least 5 mph under the
posted speed limit, especially in
neighborhoods
where

Water Recourse Instituted
By Rody Rodiiguez
Staff Writer
During the Second
Annual Water Resources In
stitute Conference, a special
panel was held to discuss the
possible
threats
on
California's wafer resource.
A mediator asked a panel of
experts a series of questions
pertaining to this matter of
water safety. On the panel
was Brian Levin, Professor
of Criminal Justice; Jim
Petroni,
OES;
Mike
Cardwell, San Bernardino
County Sheriff; and Joseph
Tait, executive Vice Presi
dent of the Metropolitan
Water District Of Southern
California.
One question that
was addressed was the pos

rirrfri(i-Miri- -

sibility of anthrax and the safety
of our water. Brian Levin an
swered, "Anthrax is not good
for a water attack. You don't get
your bang for your buck. If it
were to happen, it would not af
fect many people."
It was pointed out at
this time security has been in
creased throughout many Cali
fornia aqueducts. According
to the panel, it is at its high
est level in years.
When the panel was
asked to give a grade of A
through F on the security of
the facilities, the panel had a
mixed view. Joseph Tait said,
"B to B plus. With metropoli
tan areas in Southern Califor
nia, there is no foolproof plan
to ever be A to A plus." Brian
Levin agreed. "B to B plus.
Everyone is very concerned.

Again we recognize we can't
be 100 percent foolproof."
An audience mem
ber asked the best question,
but the answers to that ques
tion were vague. The ques
tion was about the suscepti
bility of the water in Califor
nia. Mike Cardwell an
swered, "I'm more worried
about what's beneath the
earth rather than on top (re
ferring to an earthquake). 1
don't believe it's very
likely." ,
The session lasted
for an hour and fifteen min
utes with the panel going
back andforth. This was not
very much time to put these
growing questions to rest,
but just enough to help us
better understand the age
which we now live in.

Campus Candids
Campus Candids

By Maik Frctz
Staff Writer
•O udenis continued their jpbij.

''M nto a higher education

this
week despite the explosion in
crime on campus in the past
month. First, one female student
was raped in the parking lot near
the adrainisiralion building on
Ociobcr
The suspect is dcscribeii as 6'0" tdli mu5tcular.and
about 250 pounds: medium skin
and
a
mu.^tache.
On October 9. two male stu
dents were robbed in pa-king Im
D. Two assailants, one holding a
chrome automatic pistol, j-obl^d
the students. He struck one of the
victims over the head and Iicld the
wca pcai to his iliroat. Descriptions
of these suspects have been
posted on every cninxncc to aE \ht
campus buildings in an attempt togel
some
loads.

-Details
continued on page14

Look for Chronicle
Writers ana Pho
tographers
aroma campus...

Photo by J.J. Eddy

Tim Flapper poses for a second during his shift Friday
afternoon in the Office of Admissions and Registration.
Flapper was quite excited about Halloween.
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United We Stand: Quest for Chicano Studies
By Mathew Taylor
News Editor
No sacrificaremos nuestra
cultura para la educacion. We
will not sacrifice our culture for
education. On October 25,
M.E.Ch.A held a town hall
meeting to discuss the Chicano
Studies Program. The Events
Center was packed with over
500 participants.
The event was populated with
high
school
students,
community members and
students from CSUSB. They
had all come together for one
purpose. La Causa, to unite the
community in an effort to get a
Chicano Studies Department.
Many people ask why does
Cal State need a Chicano
Studies department? And the
answer quite simply is why not?
On a campus where the
.population of Latino people is
almost thirty percent, it would
only make sense that there be a
program that can teach about

their culture. The scope of the
program will be to teach history
about the Chicano people,
which will inevitably talk about
the history of the United States.
There were questions raised
at this forum about the program
being racist, that it would only
cater to Latino students, which
is entirely untrue.
Like
Women's Studies, they are
trying to educate and give
representation to a minority
group.
The only difference between
this program and others that
have already been established
is that the community is
seeking this one.
The
community feels that it is time
that
they
have
some
representation on campus.
"It's funny to me how people
assume that M.E.Ch.A and a
Chicano Studies Department
would only be for Latinos."
Said Fatima Cristerna, Female
Co-Chair of M.E.Ch.A. "What
they don't understand is that we

Photo Courtesy of UC DAVIS

How long do we have to wait?
have brothers and sisters from all
ethnicities."

Cristerna is strong in her
belief that this campus and

community could thrive with
the new department. President
Karnig was present at the town
hall meeting and he received
many
ideas
from
the
community.
There were so many different
voices, some in English and
some in Spanish, but he listened
to them all. President Karnig
did his best to let the audience
know that he was working for
them, not against them.
"This process will be moving
along quickly." said Karnig.
"There may even be signs of the
program as early as winter
quarter."
The town hall meeting ended
with an inspirational rendition
of "De Colores" performed by
Rosa Maria Zarate of Libreria
Del Pueblo. Some participants
left angered because they didn't
get to speak, but most left with
hope in their hearts that a
department will come to
CSUSB that will educate people
about their culture.

Can Your Vote for the November Elections be Bought?—^
By Shane Vanderfin
Copy Editor
It's election time here in San
Bernardino, and many incumbents
are up for reelection and need your
vote to stay in office, except, of
course. Mayor Judith Valles, who
is running unopposed. Many
candidates are contending for
public offices scattered throughout
our vast county, which means new
faces and new ideas in our local
political arena.
When asked about the
impending elections on November
6th, students polled here on campus
reported that they had little or no
knowledge of the upcoming vote.
Sophomore Simone Wedge stated,
"I knew there was an election going
on only because of the school board
campaigning (I saw) going on in
Fontana."
Fellow sophomore Byron Jones
had this to say; "I had no idea about
this election, and I actually thought
we had an election like this last
year. If this had a little more
publicity, maybe I would have
researched the candidates.
Then, quite possibly, maybe I
would vote. I am an active voter in
Presidential elections and
California propositions, but this I
had no idea of." This seemed to be
the most commonly held opinion,
that students are unaware of the
election, or else only have modest
information on local races.
There is a definite lack of
publicity about this election, which
isn't fair to the voters who might
have concern over their right to

pholu by J.J. Eddy

Mayor Judith Valles
vote and to be informed.
During these times of uncertain
political futures and the black pall
cast over area politics by the Jerry
Eaves bribery scandal, many area
voters have been disillusioned by
the bureaucracy and dishonesty
inherent in the political process.
Because of this voter hesitation,
candidates will do whatever is
necessary to secure your vote.
Maybe you have seen examples
of this type of last minute

politicking in your district. Streets
being quickly and usually shoddily
repaired and/or repaved (Fifth and
Victoria in San Bernardino is a
prime example), beautification
projects, and other various public
improvements seem to be popping
up heavily in the last few months
as candidates rush to provide a solid
footing for their campaigns and
reelections. Your approval transfers
into votes for them,so they overload
the beneficial aspects they provide

to their community in this pre
election period in order to cast
themselves in a better light.
The problem with this type of
campaign is not the results, but the
motivation. A true city leader and
concerned politician would have
projects such as these going on at
all times, not just when their
political future is at slake. These
public improvements are a good
thing, but their focus should be on
the constant betterment of the
community, not just the
securing of another few years in
power.
In spite of the threat of low
voter turnout, both incumbents
and candidates have increased
their campaign funding in an
effort to win. Mayor Valles,
while running unopposed, has
managed to raise over $133,000
for her campaign.
There are eight candidates
running for the three vacant San
Bernardino City Council seats.
The race in Ward 1 consists of
the incumbent Esther Estrada
($8,200 raised, $1,144 spent
towards reelection) facing
activist Gil Navarro ($1,000
maximum spending promised)
and local businessman Tom
Seccombe Sr. ($2,570 spent).
Ward 2 has incumbent Susan
Lien ($26,362 raised, $15,007
spent)
challenged
by
businessman Robert Rego
($2,949 raised, $2,610 spent). In
Ward 4, Councilman Frank
Schnetz is leaving, and his seat
is hoped to be filled by San
Bernardino
Planning
Commissioner Neil Derry ($30,

917 raised, $14,334 spent),
former Mayor Bob Holcomb
($20,836 raised, $10,813 spent),
or retired businessman James
Kincade ($1,000 maximum
spending promised).
San Bernardino is heavily
blighted, full of run-down
buildings, closed stores, a high
crime rate, roads and streets in
disrepair, and not much ever
seems to change for the better,
no matter what the politicians
promise during their speeches.
Our city and county is in dire
need of strong, effective
leadership that will address the
important issues that affect all
of us, and commit to making our
communities more desirable,
clean, maintained, and above
all, safe. By understanding the
issues and staying informed
about the track records of your
local
candidates
and
incumbents, you can help to
change the way our county is
run by utilizing your right to
vote.
According to the San Bernardino
County Registrar of Voters website,
there are72 Usted candidatesrunning
for election for various positions
throughout thecounty. Your votecan
determine whostays in and who goes
home, so make a contribution to your
country by being part of the political
process. The election is to be held on
November 6,2001, and you can find
your local polling place, so you can
go and vote, at http://www.co.sanbernardino.ca.us/. You could do
worse things with your time.
(Campaign Finance information
courtesy of the San Bernardino Sun)
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Where do We go From Here?
M..
:^§
^.CXl*^ kArwrlt/t/trr-' Crk^ltM
An
Editorial
View of the 'Making Sense of
the Madness^ Forum
Hy Mathew Taylor
News Editor
Over the last month and a
half, the campus as well as the
whole country has been going
These
through changes.
changes were for better and
worse, but they were changes
that needed to be made.
Within the last month, the
campus has increased the
security and the amount of
patrols. The office of Facility
Services has begun to leave
the lights on in the parking lot
all night.
The office of Public Safety
has been doing as much as it
can to help the San Bernardino
Police department catch the
perpetrators of the crimes
against our campus.
The question left burning in
the minds of everyone is,
where do we go from here?
I he constant threat of danger
is affecting everyone, but to
many of the students on this
''campus."it's'irfe as usuaf.
Is that ihc way it should be.
to just go on with life and not
worry, or should the students
of this campus fear deeply for
their lives?
The easy answer would be to
run for your life but that never
solves the problem. Another
answer would be to round up
all the Muslim immigrants and
put them somewhere they
could be watched, but neither
of those is really the answer.
Those actions would not solve
the problem and that was the
purpose of "Making Sense of the
Madness" to come up with an
understanding for the campus as
to what to do now and how to

Attention.
Earn $1,000$2,000 this quar
ter with the easy
Campusfunaraiser.com
three hour
fundraising
event.
Fundraising
Dates Are filling
quickly, so call
today! Contact
(888)923-3238.

reactionary and not thinking them as a station to trap
things through." said one of the Afghanistan. They do not
panelists. "Making Sense of think about what will happen
the Madness" was an open to these countries when they
forum
filled
with
the are done bombing and they
speculations and theories of its leave. Once the U.S. has
panelists and guests, yet there angered these countries, they
leave and it only makes the
was some truth to it.
to
such
There was the idea of who recruitment
would really suffer from this organizations as the Taliban
war? Not the United States, much easier.
Also, the subject of the U.S.
because we are a powerhouse
only
being interested in the
and basically control all of the
Middle
Eastern countries for
nuciear weapons, but what
their
monetary
value was
about the neighboring countries
discussed.
The
U.S.
seems to
to Afghanistan that fall victim
to the aftermath of falling be only interested in the fossil
fuels that are there, other wise
bombs?
The U.S. is seeking to use they may not even bother to
interfere in the dealings of the
warring groups.
The panel continuously
made it clear that the war
itself was not religious, that
it was not a jihad because the
United States was not siding
with Islam or with the Jews.
The panel continued to
express that the problems
stem from ignorance and they
are happening because there
is no comparative example
that can give the U.S. the
knowledge.
Finally
an
audience
member from India got up
and she said some very
powerful words. "You may
kill one Bin Laden, but you
will be creating 500 more
who are willing to take his
place."
So where does CSUSB go from
here? Well, for now the best thing
CSUSB can do is just be prepared.
Know all emergency numbers and
safety tips that can help prevent
Projected Lights In Memory of World Trade Center
you from falling victim.

move on from this point.
"We do not need to teach
peace, but be peaceful, that way
when you teach people they will
learn from your example." said
professor Mark Clark.
As a nation and a campus, the
situation about the bombing is
still very touchy. Americans are
being very critical of President
Bush because this is his defining
moment.
In most people's opinions.
Bush feels that he needs to do
something about this situation
so that it will never occur again.
"The current war and terrorist
attacks
are
misguided—
President Bush is being

...And Then There was Light
By Mathew Taylor
News Editor
The World Trade Center is
gone but its memory will be in
the minds of Americans for years
to come. There were numerous
memorials that celebrated the
lives that perished in its
destruction and now there is a
new one.
A group called Creative Time
is proposing a temporary art
exhibit that will be placed in
Downtown New York.
It will be placed as a symbol
of strength and hope. Although
it is very simple, it will have a
profound effect. "The first order
of the day is to memorialize and
to do things to recognize the
loss," said Frank Sanchis,
executive director of the
Municipal Art Society.

Although the Municipal Art
society does not support the
Creative Time arts organization,
it does feel that something
should be done.
The architects Gustavo
Bonevardi, John Bennett and
artists Paul Myoda and Julian
LaVerdiere agree that they do
not want to replace it but instead
honor its memory.
"Julian and I were thinking first
about the idea of ghost limbs,"
Myoda said. "You know, when
you've lost a leg or an arm and you
still feel it's there."
They felt that their project
was a little too spectral and so
they decided on doing a
silhouette instead.
They are all working on
different aspects, like getting
contractors and^^Tqnipment.
"It's very important that what

we're doing is temporary," said
Bonevardi. "Its not imposing
anything on the city, but showing
the world that New York is
unbroken, and that we're here,
vibrant, and alive."

Quality Symposium
The CSU system will be hosting
its fourth annual Quality
Improvement Symposium and
Expo. The event will be
highlighting the achievements of
CSU through established
improvement programs and
tools. The CSU will also be
presenting the latest in quality
improvement. This event will be
Held Nov. 2 at the Marriott Los
Angeles Airport. For more
information email Dolores
Basillio at dbasillio@castatc.edu

Restorative Justice Conference
The 1" Annual Restorative
Justice Conference Will be held
November 3"* at the Diocesan
Pastoral Center in San
Bernardino. The conference will
be working to counteract the
retributive justice system so that
the harm caused by a crime can
be fixed peacefully by involving
victims, offenders, and the
community.

Study Skills Series
The Adult reentry Center in col
laboration with the S.A.I.L. Pro
gram are offering The Study
Skills Series. These workshops
are offered every Friday in the
Student Union Boardroom from
11 am - noon. The workshops arc
led by Debbie Flores of the
S.A.I.L. program. The remaining
workshops are:
Nov 2.- Preparing and taking tests
Nov 9- Improving concentration
Nov 16- Using Memory Aids
Nov 30- Handling the rest of the
world (Stress Management)
For more information call 909
880-5253.
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In the history of
CSUSB, there
have been only
3 Presidents.
1966-John Pfau
1983-Anthony
Evans
1997-Albert
Karnig
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Wed., October 31
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Student Union
Events Center
Featuring representatives
from over 60 graduate and
professional schools!

Win Prizes!
Free raffle drawings
every half hour.
(Must be present to win.)

FREE & INFORMATIVE

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSffrv SAN BERNARDINO
^

Academy of Art College
Alliant International University
Arizona School of Health Sciences
Azusa Pacific University
Blola University
California Baptist University
California College of Podiatric Medicine
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona
California State University, Los Angeles
California Western School of Law
Case Western Reserve University
Chapman University
Claremont Graduate University
Cleveland Chiropractic College
Duke University
Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising
Golden Gate University
Hawaii Pacific University
Institute of Transpersonal Psychology
Kaplan
La Sierra University
Life Chiropractic College West
Loma Linda University
Midwestern University
New College of California
Pacific Oaks College

Palmer West
Pepperdine University
Phillips Graduate Institute
Ross University
Southern California College of Optometry
Southern California University of Health Sciences
Southwestern University School of Law
Thomas Jefferson School of Law
Trinity Law School
UC, Davis
UC, Los Angeles
UC, Riverside
UC, San Diego
UC, San Francisco
Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara
University of La Verne
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of Notre Dame
University of Redlands
University of San Francisco
University of San Diego
University of Southern California
University of the Pacific
Vanguard University
Western State University
Western University of Health Sciences
Whittier Law School

CSUSB Programs;
Graduate Studies
MBA
MPA
Communications
English Composition
Health Services Administration
Marketirig/Ccmmunicatioris
Math
National Security Studies
Psychology
Social Work
Teaching English as a
Second Language
McNair Scholar's Program
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Play on Players
Players of the Pear Garden get an early start
on Halloween By James White, Special to the Ghronicle
that rocked the
O
n
set.
First was
account
of
"The
BBQ
Halloween
Kings,"
a
good
coming up and
old-fashioned
the first play of
rock and roll
the year on
band. Following
Novermber 2,
their exciting
the Players of
set,
"Mockery"
the
Pear
took the stage.
Garden
(or
They are a hipPPG for short)
hop group that
had much to
blew the spot up
socialize about
and had folks
as they hosted
out their seats.
their very first
Food
and
--coffeehouse of
beverage were
the
year,
AlbreryLockhart bobs for bottles in Alyson
provided,
Florey's
pajama
pocket.
entitled "Night
costumes were
of the Living
optional, and a donation of $5 was
Coffee House."
The coffeehouse, which has asked from all that attended.
The evening had reached
been a traditional PPG event given

Urban Legends

By Hector Franco, Staff writer

What on earth can you and your friends do to scare yourselves
this Halloween season? Knott's Scary Farm may be a little too tame,
too organized and too fake for many. You want something real? So
real, it's a legend? Well, here you go kids, some of the best local Urban
Legends.
YUCAIPA- Pendleton Road is haunted by a woman who died
in a car accident. It is'said that in the 1950's, she lost control on the
road and crashed her car. She crawled out of the car and stumbled along
the road to get help. Police found her 1/2 a mile away from the wreck
dead in the street. Locals know her as the Red Lady of Pendleton Rd.
REDLANDS- Mariposa Elementary School is haunted by a young boy. Over 20 years ago, a
boy was struck by a car in front of the school and bled to death in the nurses' office. If you knock on the
office door or wall after midnight, he will knock back. Sometimes the cry of a small boy can be heard
on the campus.
FONTANA-Foothill Boulevard, formerly known as Route 66, is
haunted between the cross streets Cherry and Citrus. A young man will
appear wearing a striped shirt and carrying a long stick. Then, just as
cars approach, he crosses the street. When drivers hit their brakes, he
disappears. Some have also seen a black dog at his side.
DISNEYLAND- The Maiterhorn Mountain at Disneyland is
haunted by a woman named Dolly. She fell out of her moving sled and
was-crushed when hit by the sled behind her. Also at Disneyland there
is a ghost of a young man who haunts the old People Mover ride (now
Rocket Rods). It is said that he will pull the long hair of female
passengers, especially those with blonde hair. The boy died a few years
ago on Grad Night when he jumped out of his moving car, tripped, got
caught and dragged underneath an oncoming car. He grabbed
desperately at his girlfriend's hair to' save himself but to no avail.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS- Back to The Future the Ride is haunted
by a little girl who died on the ride due to an illness. Employees will
^
clean the area and close the doors to the ride rooms. A few minutes
later they will go back to find candy wrappers on the floor and the doors open. Employees also
experience cold spots in certain areas of the ride.

Calling All Mentors!
Ricardo Valencia boasts that he got to go lo the coffeehouse and you didn't.

a few times a year, started at 6pm
on Saturday evening and ended
about 11pm. The Players of the
Pear Garden is a theater based
group thats purpose is to create a
theater arts appreciation and
acknowledgement in the campus
and community. A nightmare-ishly
good time was had by all.
It got off to a shaky start
around 6:00 pm but by 7:00 there
was an open mic happening where
people were getting down with
lyrics while others sat and
watched. There were two bands

farther than its expectations as the
open mic showcased the multitalented people who made up the
crowd. There was music, tons of
poetry,
comedy,
oral
interpretations, and an incredible
belly-dancing event that had
everyone cheering the dancer on
and talking about it for the next
few days. For those who missed
this amazing event, you'd better
make sure to catch the next one.
The PPG promises that it will be
bigger and better

By Mikelle Salas, Staff writer
There are many children who need positive adult role models and guidance. Sometimes parents
and school authorities just aren't enough to ensure a child's academic development. If you're thinking of
going into teaching, psychology, or even pediatrics, this job is for you.
The San Bernardino Mentoring Program, funded by the California State Department of Health and
California State Endowment, is a program that services select children with academic, social, and behavioral
issues by pairing them up with a mentor or role model type. Children in the San Bernardino Unified School
District elementary schools are referred to the program by school counselors and Vice Principals.
Mentors, before being placed with a child, fill out a profile. The profile allows mentors to specify
preferences for gender, ethnicity, or age range of the child. Mentors also go through a detailed orientation
where they are introduced to the schools staff and sometimes the parents. There are fifteen to sixteen
schools located throughout San Bernardino. This allows mentors to go to a school that is geographically
convenient for them.
Once placed with a school and child, all that is required is thirty minutes for one day a week during
the school day. The program also provides an opportunity for activities outside of the classroom. Students
and mentors go to outings like UCLA football games, amusement parks, and camping. Mentors are not
obligated to participate, however. According to John Kramer, Activity Director, the program recognizes a
big change in student's behaviors, attendance and skills when placed with a mentor.
Currently, three Cal State San Bernardino staff members are mentoring, including Gail Thomas,
Janetha Hamre, and Dave Demore, but additional responsible adults are needed. Both students and faculty
are encouraged to make a difference by mentoring. For more information, call Tola Hearns, Mentor

WANTS TO WISH EVERYONE A

SAFETY TIP OF THE WEEK...
Chronicle Fumkin Patch

Halloween is a time for fun, be safe when trick
or treating and partying. Never travel alone and
make sure to have a designated driver when go
ing to a party.
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Asking StuOents^ What they Think.
... What are you doing for Halloween?
By Susie Medina, The Scene Editor

Angela Casarez
Biology
Sophomore
""I am working late on Halloween. I
work in retail so I'll be there 'til 9pm. If I
didn't work I'd pass out candy and scare
kids away. I will dress up as an angel to :
work though."
'

Tamara Hengstebeck
funior
^uman
Development/
sychology

David
Adams
Senior
Liberal
Studies

We're
not sure yet,
we
were
'
• '
actually just
talking about it. We know for sure that we're going to dress as
Ragged Ann and Andy and that we're going to the Sigma-Nu
Halloween party on the 26'^. We may go to a fnend's party in : Riverside and dress up there."
: •
- •
Danielle Bumpass
Junior
'Psychology
""I'm not really going to do
anything but eat the candies while the
kids are ringing the doorbell. Or I might
just go to my boyfriend's cousin's house.
They always have some fun Halloween
stuff going on there, it's not a party but
more of tricks for the 'trick-or-treaters.'
I will not dress up this year, but one year
I was Mary Tyler Moore, with my hair in
a beehive style. It was really cool."
Colette Sinclair
Junior
Psychology
"Even though I will be working I
will be dressing up. I'm going to be
a new-age kind of vampire like Wes
Craven style. I may even wear this
little nurse uniform with the vampire
make-up with blood oozing
everywhere, but I have to see how it
fits first. Before I go to work,
though, I am going to take my dog
trick-or-treating. He's going to be
either an angel or unicorn. He can't
eat the candy so we'll eat it for him.

Eric Lanham
Theater Arts
/; - K ^
Senior
""I'm not much of a Halloween
person. I'm going to wear am orange
shirt that says "Costume" on it. I'll
probably just sleep on Halloween
because I will be doirvg a play the next
few days. I usually don't do
Halloween because as a theater major
I get enough of the costumes and
make-up."

Do you have a Question, or would like to see something
addressed in the Roving Reporter? Contact us at The Coy
ote Chronicle: (909) 880-5289 or SBChron@csusb.edu

Faculty Spotlight
Nancy Cochran
By Belinda Downs, Staff Writer

Dr. Nancy Cochrane
started running track
and field when she
was 14 years old.
She stopped running
when she turned
about 21 years old.
It wasn't until about
a year and a half ago
that she started
coaching her
daughter to run Her
daughter asked that
her mom run an
open invitational
race with her, and
that time Dr.
Cochrane won a
silver medal."
Nancy Cochran poses with a few of the
lOO's medals she won inihe pastyear.
She runs many
events that include
the 80-meter sprint hurdles, high jump, long jump,400-meter
hurdles and the javelin throw. She's competed in 22
competitions this past fall and summer and has been called the
2000 New American Champion.
""I wanted this article to be written to inspire older people
that just because you're not young,you don't have to give up
on running track or any other sport. There was a 93-year old
woman at the World Championships and she got a standing

ovation from everyone in the
crowd," stated Cochrane.
One of the competitions was
the Senior Olympics, where she
won 6 gold medals for shot put,
400 meter hurdles, long jump,
high jump and javelin throw.
When asked what her most
memorable event was. Dr.
Cochrane replied, "Running the
Steeple Chase in Australia. We
had to get past 26 barriers. They
were like the barriers of life.
As we pasedaailBHtfaikMMMi
was harder.The "World Champ'ioi
was running next to me,
and she was laying face down in
the water on the last barrier and I
kept going. I beat 14 men
in the steeplechase. It just showed
that women could be as strong as
the men could. The people I
ran with are some of the be,
people
I've
ever
met.

Dine In or Take Out!
By Pleasance Brown, Staff writer
Come one, come all to the new and improved commons. It's the Mountain View Plaza.
Hector "Tito" Calderon, Associated Director of University Food Services, has designed new dine
in or take out restaurant style food courts to better serve the students, faculty, and staff on and
off the campus. This plaza provides students the opportunity to eat in luxury with a great
^
atmosphere, good food, and a friendly staff. Students, faculty and staff can dine indoors at the
tables or outdoors on the patio decks. This expansion project was the idea of President Karnig
and the California State University San Bernardino Board Officials, to improve-campus life and
student's eating habits.
Greg Cabral, the plaza's Office Manager believes the commons needed a
complete overhaul to negate or implement changes. With these new changes the Food
Services can provide students, faculty, and staff with a better variety of foods that are not
obtained from the Coyote Cafe or the Student Pub. The Mountain View Plaza has a wide variety
of deli style type sandwiches, sodas, chips, main course meals like pasta, chicken, shrimp, and
selected dishes by request, catering events on and off campus, and pre-pack meals for that on the
go student with no time to sit and dine.
Another aspect of the Mountain View Plaza is that it maintains the same type of food
services but did away with the all you can eat buffet, in favor of set pricing for
meals and selected items that range in cost from $ 2.50 to $ 4.50. This set pricing allows
students living in the dorms the opportunity to use their Coyote Cards and set up meal plans
while they adjust to campus life without spending money with other vendors and takes the
worrying out of where to go and dine.
The negative aspect of the plaza is that "students don't come out or give it a
second thought." according to the Operations Manager, Michael Crabtree. Many students living
in the dorms or apartments really like the new food service courts, but of course, there are others
who disagree with the "cost" and doing away with the "all you can eat buffet, according to
dorm occupant and sophomore Jacob Winfunke.
Overall, the changes and feedback have been positive in regards to the students,
faculty, and staff. Several maintenance workers at CSUSB like the new food courts and
says that it has peaked new interest as to what's good to eat. Food services wants the students to
know "to come out and make a visit" we are here to serve you.
•
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Short Skirt, and a Looooong Jacket
Rv Susie Medina,
Medina. The Scene Editor
By

With temperatures dropping,
fall clothes heat things up. So
how do you deal with falling out
of summer and into autumn
clothes? Well, despite Cake's
idea to just sport a short skirt and
a long jacket, I recently decided
to go to the Galleria at Tyler,
Montclair Town Center, and
Ontario Mills to check out the
new threads for fall season.
What I found were lots of solid
colors, mainly warm neutral
tones like brown, beige and
black. We're getting lots of
sweaters and leather pants in
these colors.
But if you're not an earth
tone kind of person then you may
be into the denim scene. Jean
jackets are still in. These always
look good with beige or black
bottoms and with a printed shirt
underneath. Jean skirts are

even moving back below the
knees for the cooler weather.
This would look great with
almost anything- so long as
you've got the right shoes to go
with it. And of course, regular
jeans are always in fashion but
this season try to be creative.
Lots of brands are adding
patches of different images like
stars, hearts,
just
or
different
d e n i m
blues. Also
with
any
type
of
d e n i m ,
remember
the
that
blasted look
is in, so if it
looks worn,
then get it.

pr

As far as jackets and sweaters go, there is much in store.
For men and women there are lots of dark suede jackets
available, especially at bigger department stores like
Robinson's May, Macys, and Nordstrom. Turtlenecks are also

r

d

uni-sex.
Think a cashmere black turtleneck with a pair of blasted
jeans and black boots. It's simple and easy, but it looks great.
I saw the cutest gray ribbed sweater for men. It was one of
those sweaters that can be played up or down, it just depends
on which pants and shoes you wear with it. Women, we've
got the coolest cardigans in store for us this season. Besides
the soft look it gives an outfit, it will
stand out this year because they've got
A white lambswool sweater for women
zippers in the front now and
sometimes hoods. Also, this goes for both sexes, do not forget the
corduroy jackets- they will be a hit this fall.
Fall time, shoes basically calls for boots. Black, brown, and
bone colored boots are in. I don't think anyone will have to resort
to tennis shoes this season because there are too many styles of boots
in. For men we've got the classy leather oxford by Kenneth Cole,
Lugz features the Ditto city boot with an elastic side instead of laces
and Ruster-Los that are slip-ons with a strap and buckle on the side.
Women, Candies has a got a Sweet boot that zips up at the ankle and
has a 3 • inch heel. Steve Madden has a Dutch slip-on shoe which also has
a 3 • inch platform. All shoes are typically advertised in black, brown,
bone-colored or burgundy.
That is pretty much a wrap-up of what I found to be selling. While other people were
shopping in the mall and
buying all the items I just
mentioned to you, I got totake notes, admire the stuff,
and be reminded of all the
clothes I cannot have. So a
word of advice, don't just

Accessorize
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Tasfiwnakiv QotfilC
Gothic culture has since then more interests.
transitioned to what it is today. These interests
What was before an underground vary from person
person,
culture has been seen more in the to
Marilyn Manson is
mainstream and with more people h o w e v e r .
notgothic! You may be
considering themselves gothic.
Joanna pointed out
Another change was the that some Goths
asking yourself, "if he's
branching of judge others as
not, then what
posers.
new forms of being
is?"
The
criticize
g o t h i c - l i k e They
m u s i c . what others are
gothic culture
and
I n d u s t r i a l wearing
i
s
they
music,
with where
Baby bat; A derogatory terrn for those
misunderstood wannabe
Gothics who are only familiar with followers called purchase their
"rivetheads", is gothic attire. This
and rightfully the superficial aspects of the culture.
m
o
r
e culture is diverse.
Doom & Gloom: The type of Gothic focused on morbid,
so. Not all tragic, depressing or apocalyptic themes.
aggressive,
Some movies
gothics have Gothic slide: A characteristically gothic dance move in which often using enjoyed by the
A woman in typical gothic dress
synthesizers and gothic culture are
your boots do not leave the dance floor as you glide across it
the
same
o t h e r Interview with the Vampire, A And most importantly, not all
moving your feel. Somewhat like the footwork in the movie
electronics. It is Nightmare Before Christmas, and Goths are into Satanism. They are
beliefs and Footloose, but much more chaotic.
more led by Edward Scissor Hands. Interview open to trying new and different
Matisonite: one who worships the band Marilyn Manson.
interests.
angry
male was originally an Anne Rice novel. things. This is seen in the music,
Many goths will use this term in a derogatoiy way towards the
It has been
It is about a vampire's tales of his the style, and religion. Although
vocals.
teenagers they think are foolish for liking Marilyn Manson.
said, as found at
life and the experiences he there is not a Goth religion, some
On
the
Perky Goth: Some may say this is a oxymoron, but perky
www.gothics.org,
encounters
in a changing world. A are i
other
end
of
the
Goths are people who like the gothic style and music, but don't
that the music is
Nightmare
Before Christmas is a
Wicca is similar to paganism,
spectrum
is
like the doom and gloom attitude some Goths have.
what started gothic
clay-mation
cartoon.
Jack
yet
it
is different. It is modern
ethereal
music,
Rivethead; A fairly recent term used to describe fans of
culture. This may
Skellington,
the
lead
character,
is
witchcraft
without animal
which
is
more
industrial music.
be seen as e^ly as
melodic, or as the Pumpkin King of Halloween sacrifice. Themes include "love
1979, with the
defined in the Town. The movie is about his of nature, equality of male and
death of punk
d i c t i o n a r y , adventures in attempting to bring female, appreciation of the
music. Then punk band, Siouxsie
ceremonial, a seriseof ytrn.ndkrirand
music began dressing like them "heavenly, . . . spiritual". The Christmas to his town.
and the Banshees, began playing
Some Goths like Interview belief in magiC, and appreciation
and adopted their interest in music is most likely accompanied
music in a new direction. It was
the
symbolism
and
gloom. It was not until later, in by female vocals. Joanna Ochoa. with the Vampire and some don't. of
dark and had a somber feel. It was
the mid to late eighties, that the a third year student here at Some like to go to gothic clubs and psychological realities behind the
death rock. Another band of the
term gothic was applied to the new CSUSB, says the music is why she others don't. Some are into gloom gods and goddesses of antiquity",
same time and genre was Bauhaus.
culture. The bands at the time did became interested in the gothic and some aren't. No, not all Goths as defined in Encarta Online.
The singers of these bands,
In the end, it is important
sit around thinking about death. It
not consider themselves gothic, culture.
Siouxsie Sioux and Peter Murphy,
Besides the music, there are is all a matter of personal interests. to notice that not all Gothics
though.
are the same. It is like every
By Mikelle Salas
Staff Wrriter

are the grandparents of Goth
culture. Through their music, they
introduced a new look and a darker
attitude. They dressed in black
and wore a lot of silver. They were
gloomy.
People who enjoyed their

Gothic Terminology

Club Scene: Out of Frat
House, into Castillo
Anotbgftg^feife^Fpcently been brought to my attention. Due to the abundance of
Lamdiliciogfefli^if^t were distributed by the brothers of Phi Lamda Theta Phi, a
bpanish tratemity, l figured mat 1 might as well go to El Castillo since that seemed to be
the place to go last Thursday.
Finding the club on the corner of University and Chicago was not a problem since
we could see the line wrapping clear around Riverside from very far away. Being the
considerate friend that I am, I decided it would be the most "time-efficient idea" to drop
off the load of girls in the back seat at the
ever-so-long line. Meanwhile, 1 stayed
I behind with the driver to park the car.
I Little did we know that as we were walking
^ across the state of California from our
S parking spot, our finagling friends were
^ weaseling their way into the club. Becca,
^ my roommate of the last three years, was
3 the main culprit in the plot against us,
^ notorious for her absolute and utter disregard
I for the process of rational and logical
^ thought. To make a long story short, she
somehow flashed that pretty smile of hers
^reperation for a night out
and made it inside before we could make it
to the line — which mind you, is now even longer. Realizing that not only had she

-Club Continued on pagelO

The

Pof

Oct. 22- Nov. 16- Canned Food Drive
Where: Women's Resource Center.
Cross-CuItural Center, Adult Re-entry
Center
Oct. 31- Halloween Festival Sponsored
by the Children's Center
Nov. 1- La Dia de los Muertos
Where: Student Union Courtyard
When: 10:00 am-2:00 pm

Are you Dressing up For Halloween?

Yes

No

•86 total people polled-

Elevator Question: Do you talk
on the phone while you drive?

M C
ulti-
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By Jorge G. Salazar
Managing Editor

FiUpino or Pilimno? Did You

Filipinos were introduced to the English language in 1762 by British
invaders, not Americans. The RiiUppinesis the wwld's third largest Englishspeaking nation, next to the USA and the UK.

Thomas Edison discovered the
electric light, no, he wasn't Filipino.
But Ag^ito Rores, a Filipino
scientist, invented the fluorescent
lamp we use today. Thus the name
Fluores-cent lamp. Americans
helped then Philippine leader
Ramon Magsaysay develq? it for
wOTldwide commerce.

fTf
111 \

r

Anti-biotic Dosone was named after co-discovCTerAbelardoAguilar's
hometown of Iloilo in the Philippines. Bosone is mcHe commonly known as
Erythromycin.

Two Filipina beauties, Glcxia Diaz and Margie Morgan,
chosen as Miss Universe in 1969 and 1973. Most recently
Denise M.Quinones August was crowned the SO'' Miss
Universe in 2001. (Pictured Here.)

The Philippines is the home of the first female President of the Philippines,
sworn into office in 1986, was Caazon Cojuangco Aquino.
Pq3 star Qiristina Aguilera lost to Filipina vocalist
Josephine Roberto (a.k.a Banig) during the International
Star Search Competition. In a mid-1999 MTV chat, she said
that competing against someone of Banig's age was "not
fair." (Seen here, Banig as she is today.)

Pure or part-Filipino celebrities in American showbiz
KeyeS jiTi>.r3 i-wp—Or'r.To Montalban. Lea Salonga, Ernie
Phillips, Dante Basco, Phoebe Gates, and RoO 5ciint.iuv..
El Pueblo de Nuestro Senora la Reina de los Angeles del Rio Porciuncula
(The Town of Our Lady the Careen of theAngels of the Porciuncula River), or
Los Angeles as it is more commonly known, was co-founded in 1781 by a
Filipino named Antonio Miranda Rodriguez, along with 43 Latinos fix)m
Mexico sent by the Spanish government.
Founded in 1595 by Spaniards, the University of San Carlos in Cebu City,
Philippines is older than Harvard and is the oldest university in Asia
University of Santo Tomas in Manila established in 1611, is Asia's second
oldest institution.
The first Filipino act to land a top hit on the US
Billboard Hot 100 chart in the 1960s was the group
"Rocky Fellers" of Manila Jaya, Foxy Brown, Enrique
Iglesias and rapper Jay Z followed with Billboard hits.

For More Information on the Web:

www.downrightpinoy.com
www.pinoymall.com
www.pinoynet.com
www.debutfilm.com
www.ijeepney.com
www.thepinoy.com
www.abs-cbnnews.com
www.tatakpilipino.com
www.tribalpinoy.comwww.filipinoamericanhistory.com

Filipino writer and national hero, Jose Rizal, could read and write at age 2,
and grew up to speak more than 20 languages, including Latin, Greek,
German, French and Chinese. What woe his last words? 'Gonsummatum
est!" ('Tt is done!")
Now, this is done. So enjoy this brief insight in Filipino culture, and
continue to celebrate America and its diversity. Break the stereotypes; see
that Filipinos are much more than cute girls and Hondas. Enjoy Filipino
American History Month. "Saan ka man naroroon, Filipino ka rin."
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Authentic African Apparei Available in S.B.
By Bethany Anderson
Multi-Cultural Editor
_

fashion design was
not her immediate
choice. Actually her
start began as an
interior
design
.student
at
universities such as
UCI and UCR.
it
was
her
knowledge of colors
and
the
psychological effect
it had on people who

The city of San Bernardino
is full of many hidden treasures,
One treasure, Wanda's Wondrous
Works, located in down town San
Bernardino's business district
next to the Carousel Mall,
illuminates with eye catching
African apparel.
The custom design store's
owner Wanda, has
been located in San
• Bernardino for seven
years. The store
specializes
in
Weddings, Academic
Caps and Gowns, state
of the art Clergy and
Choir Robes, purses,
hats, and any other
wandas childs designs
marvel
Wanda
www.wandasworks.com
attempts.
Her passion for

designs for all that
requested
her
services.
Over
time, her clientele
skyrocketed
to
include immediate
friends; College
President
Dr.
Delbert Baker of
Oakwood College
in Alabama, Loma
Linda University's
African-American
w o r e
Hispanic
and
them,
graduates
who
t h a t
wore her colorful
inspired
stoles, and San
her to
Bernardino Valley
give her
College's Faculty.
G o d
I asked her
given
special occasions
what she felt of
talent a
by wanda
imported fabrics
try at
from West Africa
fashion design. The
and India and their significance
result was a full line
to the African-American culture.
custom-made
of
Wanda responded by saying that.
^

liintiHl rili I ll I>
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"Most people have tunnel vision pastels, deep hues of orange and
when
they
blues spread across
envision African
every rack of clothes.
designs in dress.
She admits that
The colors range
the majority of her
far from
the
clients come from
traditional reds,
word of mouth and
greens,
and
her repeat customers.
yellows typically
Her next project will
portrayed
in
be working for an up
African fashion.
and coming talk
There
are
show host .as a
beautiful laces wandas women's designs
wardrobe designer.
from Nigeria, and www.wandasworks.com
W a n d a ' s
many
other
Wondrous Works is
exquisite cloths and fabrics not located at 322 North E Street in San
used."
Bernardino by the Carousel Mall. The
While visiting her workroom stfxe'sphonenuraber is 9(^-884-7474,
located in the rear of the store, she and
web
address
is
graciously stated how God has www.wondaswoiks.com. Stcffe hours
blessed her. Wanda never takes are Mondays-Thursdays llam-7pm,
for granted that many do not have Fridays llam-5pm, closed Saturday,
work, especially since she comes and Sundays by appointment only.
to work everyday doing what she Prices for her custom designs range
loves most.
fix>m $1(X) in to the $1(XX)'s, depending
Walking around the store, the upon the specialty and quantity.
Imll I

n
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s a recap, I am know lacking ...my I.D. and my money and most of my patience
al^ndoned the "ride that brought
herlberejShereally bitdo.wntuird
on the hands that fed her when she
entered the club holding ray I.D,
and my money in her parse. As a
recap, I am now lacking the people
I came with, my I.D., my money
and most of my patience. After a
somewhat hectic ordeal. I got
inside the club long enough
l(thanks to the Security Guard) to
!rctrieve ray LD. and money and
yellat Becca. f then returned to

the line for another half-hoiir.
Finally^ wewercin.

home and finding the flier on the
floor of ray room, I noticed "En
I will first mention that there Espanol" following the types of
was a false degree of advertising music. With that smd, lean move
on the flierl received. When I read on.
"•80's music. House, Hip-Hop,
I have never been to a frat
Rock," I ever so densely assumed party that was in a club, but1 will
that meant that's what 1 would say it was a pleasant change from
actually hear. Now, since I am not the stinky beer ridden floors of a
fluent in Spanish and cannot be partied-out frat house. Using a
sure on this, T won't state it as fact pro-con list comparing the two. Fd
that no Tiffany songs were played, say that I am still a fan of the dingy
but that is my hunch. Aftcrcoming house that 50 or so guys destroy
in brotherly unity, but the club
parly was definitely a different
scene, one that I could get u.sed to.
There were no kegs thrown about
the inside of the club, I guess that
is only the way of the Virginia
Tech frat boys, and there was a
security guard to give you your
tlrst feel-up pf.die..aigM uni>n.

Do YOU have

somethin

TSflchL-iA/0

entering. To some people these ,
could both be considered pros,
to a good of Virginia girl, they
were both ill-fated acts.
On the pro-side of the night,
and it is a huge pro, I learned to
dance salsa-style. I realize this
isn't correct terminology, and 1
apologize ahead of time toany that
term may offend, but I don't want
to mislead anyone about the type
ofdancingi was actually doing. I
realize that Mexican dance differs
from North to South Mexico, and
the cultures fuse together with
variations of both in the middle of
Mexico, and then a variation of
that ra^es its way into
clubs
of California. Well, al thc cMb,I
watched different people, grabbed
hits .and pieces from those who
iO./. 't.:. >

LIA/ Mfixt-c-o

a MuLti-pU ^ubject reachUg Ortdci^tiaL
ku.enn.ths Ltn, Mexico ^ satn,
OA

.suBujnv

•Stuciekn.t Teach itn, Mexicatn. .schools!
Bartx a
Kp to ys of Costs Covered by Program.!
AddttiokUiL Fitxaixcial Aid Available!
Unlvwwiir AM

Program t>ates:
JtXtM Z002. -JUiM zoos

6-inch Sub
Buy one 6" Sub & a Large Orink and Get a
Second 6" Sub of Equal or Lesser Value Free

On* CoH^n pmr ev«tem«r. Hot volM with any olltar oHor.
Offor iralM at tfiio iaeattaa only: eMloOaa fraah valua moa

Subway Sandwiches
4184 N. Sierra Way
!
San Bernardino CA 92407 '
<909) 888-3343

I

COknXact:
Pr. Netnj) Torrez
i^torrez(^iley.osusb.edu

were

A friend that I Ciune with, yes#
one that left me standing in line,
used her best interpreiation of
Jarabe dancing with one of the
brothers who she had her eye on.
Jarabe dancing is from the state of
Jalisfo, Jarabe means '
syrup" because it is a Mexican
dance used often for courtship,
don't think that the true Jarabe
dancers would have been
impressed, especially when her
feet wereswept off the ground and
ended up around the wmst of her
fine fellow.
I read on the Internet,- so 1 don't
know the reliability of this source,
predominantly Mexican
elem^Trt^ students actuaffy le^
c-c.. ciaa:>os.. . This is
not •lir if ii Ts"uue. i'-was'u
St, .yeteranS;^:-- and man.
theyydance. After my
period was over, I
|decided that the tnostT; could
|utilize this enteftainment fdr
fednld be found in observation. I
pat at one of^the;dabIe&:|i"^
joverlooketl fhe^ dande flo||S'
]|ghedpeopje:fbr Jhe

light.

'V

D.J. put oiifroiiSe'll^yS
T'armiod one a.m. or so, I was na"
Rslonger,entertained, by
and left. I wanted more of thi
:;SpaQish;;miisic;;t^^
fctfiderstand.
Another very cool thing that
witnessed was the salute that th
brothers gave to their fratemi
Chapters attended
UjBemardino, Riverside and tjSCl
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You've Been Ed-Lightened

^C.CIeaning, organizing,
unpacking, gift wrapping, errands, patio &
HO
garage clean-up, etc., etc.
You make the list... we send the help.

Oh Great Creator of Being, grant us one more hour to
perform our art and perfect our lives.
:

~ Jaraes.j;)ougfe Morrison,^ The^GhostDpncp,
By John J. Eddy
Executive Editor

It's been a hectic week from
behind this Executive's desk, how
about the rest of you? Late night
production, catching up on
reading
assignments
and
preparing for the mid-quarter
tests have all but drained the
essential life force from my
chakra's. But ho-ho, the Chi' is
rejuvenating, and there's enough
energy here to get us all through
this madness. So lap in, hold
on...and come with me.
Our only stop on this magical
tour is a little place I call mindless
ramblings- For those who aren't
familiar with the theoretical area,
allow me to guide you through the
Wueprinis. There's noform, notexture
ersolid foundation, only abstract ideas
and loose change. Run with me.
Can someone get me a light?
I want to smudge some sage,
sanctify and purify this forsaken
ground. Will they listen, great
father, are their souls ready?
Has the Chronicle finally
made an impact on campus? The
administration seems to think so,
just read En-lightened Services on
the next page. Some big changes
have been made in the field of
security around campus in reaction
to the attacks and written opinions
of students concerned with all
students' personal safety.
Has anybody heard from
Wilson, are his ideas sound?
Here he is in his own words. "In
a recent communication class I
'became aware that there-is acamera perched atop the Pfau
Library that provides live images
to the university's web site. When
questioned as to the purpose of
the camera, the instructor said it
was 'for Public Relations.'
Privacy issues aside, I fail to see
where a high-angle shot of the
campus for public relations is the
best use of this technology.
Given the recent incidents of
sexual assaultand sCrong-arm robbery
in the parking lots, it would seem to
me that a better use of the camera, and
more like it, would be that of campus
security. Would the perpretrators of
these assaults be less likely to target
CSUSB if they knew their likeness
would be captured on film?
My personal opinion is yes;
if a criminal knows a campus
police officer may be viewing a
live shot, or that image recording
is in effect for later use, then that

criminal would be less inclined
to go ahead
with
any
wrongdoing. Additional officers
and increased lighting are both
good measures, but limited in
scope
and
effectiveness.
Numerous
cameras,
strategically placed and operable
24-7, would go far in reducing
crime on campus. And no
discussion of 'how much will it
cost' is tolerable; there is at least
one young lady I know that would
agree that cost be damned." Can
you here us knockin'. Vice
President Demauro? Are you
going
to
let
us
in?
What about the students,
have they been reading the paper?
I would like to think so, or at least
believe that the empty news-bins
around campus are a sign of such
extra-curricular
activity.
Has anyone seen my car?
Oh that's right, I had to park at
Stater Brothers and take the
Omni Bus to campus! Do you
think I could get a lift?
Have you noticed the increase
of Parking Enforcement (oops...,I
mean Parking Services, with a
smile) officers on campus? My car
sure has. At one time I think it was
a dark green color, but now it is
ticketed yellow nearly every day,
with a bill for 20-25$ on each coat.
At least I know my car is under
surveillance and safe from any
attack. Thanks for looking out...
What about all this talk of
bioterrorism? What is the real story
behind this issue? My question to
the world is who are the people
lined up to actually benefit
financially from a wide spread
biolerrorisl attack? Hmmm...not
amcricans,
right?
Wrong. Unites States is host
to the richest pharmaceutical
companies in the world and they
have already started production of a
smallpox vaccine. Have you heard
of any smallpox outbreaksyet? They
must know something that they
aren't sharing with the rest of us.
Madness, paranoia, and
because of a lack of a more
modern
term,
fear
and
loathing...Isn'titgreat? Ishould
have warned you that this was a
bumpy ride. There are no paved
roads in Mindless Ramblings,
only dirt paths, craters and the
occasional sharp drop off an
elevated cliff. Remember to
bring a parachute next time...

Comments, questions and/
or complaints can be sent
to edinchief@hotmaiLcom
or call me at 880-5289
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CONTEST

Whafs in the Managing Editor's Pants?
Guess the Number of Elephants
on Jorgie's Boxer Shorts.

Send your guess along with your name and email
adress to the Coyote Chronicle offices (UH037), or
email your information to SBChron@csusb.edu.

It's the Size that Matters...
R • I'lr 7 1 •
y
e y man

Multi-Cultural Editor

the color like a antiques collector rather comforting sometimes,
scours yard sales in search of that Some of the sizes that clothing
when you're tall you companies do make and sell in

—
learn to build you entire wardrobe mass quantities can be rather asBeing tall in the world of around the colors of the two pairs tonishing. Itis not uncommonto
fashionable clothing could be of pants you have thai fit. see
a
42
or
44x30.
classified as having a disability.
When asked by a sales repreI have nothing against the horiFinding clothes that fit, cspe- sentative if I need help I just ask Htntally challenged, but if you're
ciallypams.isadifricuUtaskfor what they carry in my size, going to make clothes for those that
the
vertically
giltcd. h\sno»evreiihatthc world wasn't may tic a couple~pouniis,o.v^.
I'm 6'6 and wear a 36-inch huili for tall people. If it were weight make the same clothes for
waist and 36 iti. Inseam in my roller coasters would havc.morc -those of tis that might be a few
panK. I know that tall women face leg room, door frames would be inches taller than average,
the same issues hut I'm going to raised, stores wouldn't hang adver- Shoes larger than a 13 are equally
have to direct this to the other tall tiscments from the ceiling so low, hardtofind unless you want to wear
men out there when I say finding trees would be trimmed higher. $130 baskcllriil! shws. Casual or
36x36 pants is a rare thing, kitchen counters and shopping dress shoos are almost impossible
Tall people don't get to carts would be just a little bit to find and when tlicy are to bo had.
choose the brand name they want higher, and Geo automobiles people hoard them like ticket scalpto wear, the brand name chooses would never have been made, crs and sell them at .^00% profii.
them. Simply put. most brand
Keeping this in my mind, you
The Internet has opened up
name clothing companies don't might think businesses would make new possibilities to find the si/e
make a pair of pants beyond a it as easy for tall people to get the that fits my taller brothers and
34-inch inseam so you are lim- same pair of pants as their shorter sisters, S{)me companies, such
itedto who makes it In your size, counterparts wear. Oh no. no, wc as American Eagle offer larger
While "regular sized" people get banished to the big and tall store sizes that you can only buy
meander listlessly through the that every 5"8 sales rep with a 30 online. I hope this serves as a
mall deciding on which pair of in. length recommends. You walk rallying cry for people lo Ji>in
pants to buy in a certain tone of into a big and tall store and they together to press for social
blue by currently popular dc- have their own brand names and change that will give tall people
signer, the tall crowd sifts their styles can sometimes be dc- the equal opportunities of shopthrough piles of jeans in depart- scribed as less than trendy. This is ping in an open market that will
menl stores hoping to find one fine for some, but for others con- sell products to all citizens, no
pair of jeans that fit. no matter forming to the societal Hock can be matter their vertical aptitude.
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En-Lightened Services

Will the Tears
Ever Stop?

Events in the last few months, btoth
nationwide and on campus, have
been more than unsettling. Our
^
campus, where many of us spend
the majority of our time, has also
been dealt some harsh blows unsettling our community of safety. We
have watched our nation gird up security, not that any entity can be
perfectly free of violence, but to preclude us from attacks as much as
possible. In addition, our campus has also been girding up, in the
aftermath of both national and campus intrusions. AndJustasflieU.S.is
considered, stiU,one of the safer powers of the world despite recent events, so,
I feel, our campus is still oneof thesafer environments we can "live" in. Recently,
several departments shared (on campus e-mail) the actions or services that
have been or will be strengthened. Please allow me to share some highlights:

By Beverly Delker Gentry
Special to the Chronicle

By John Gerassi
Professor, Queens CollegeNY
I can't help crying. As soon as I see
aperson on TV telling theheart-rending
story of the tragic fate of their lovedone in theWorld Trade Center disaster,
I can't control my tears. But then I
wonder why didn't I cry when our
troops wiped out some 5,000 poor
people in Panama's El Chorillo
nei^bcohood on the excuse oflooking
for Noriega. Our leaders knew he was
hiding elsewhere but we destroyed El
Chaillo because the folks living there
were nationalists who wanted the U.S.
out of Panama completely.
^ Wcrse still, why didn't I cry when
we killed two million Vietnamese,
mostly innocent peasants, in a war
which its main architect. Defense
Secretary Robert McNamara, knew we
could not win? When I went to give
blood the other day, I spotted a
Cambodian doing the same, three up
in the line, and that reminded me: Why
didn't 1 cry when we helped Pol Pot
Butcher another million by giving him
arms and money, because he was
opposed to "our enemy" (who
eventually stopped the killing fields)?
Nor did I cry whenthe CIA arranged
for the overthrow of Indonesia's
Sukarno, whohad fought theJapanese
World War n invaders and established
a fiee independent country, and then
replaced him by another General,
Suharto, whohad collaborated with the
Japanese and who proceeded to
execute at least half million "Marxists"
(in a country where, if folks had ever
heard of Marx, it wasat best Groucho)?
I watched TV again last night and
cried again at the picture of that
wonderful now-missing father playing
with histwo-month old child.Yet when
I rmmibeted theslaj^iercf ihousatxls of
Sahadorans, su ^^hically described in tfie
TimestyR^Bonnaciiherapeandnuida'
rfthose Amaican nuns and1^ asters tfiEie,
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A crowd of people react as the first World Trade Center
collapses. Similar reactions were felt around the world.

innocent citizens who hoped to get a
better life by building a tourist airfield,
which my governmentcalled proof of
a Russian base, but then finished
building once the island was secure in
the
US
camp
again.
Why didn't I cry whenAriel Sharon,
today Israel's prime minister, planned,
then ordered, the massacre of two
thousand poor Palestinians in the
refugee camps of Sabraand Shatila, the
same Sharon who, with such other
hgun and Stem Gang terrorists become
prime ministers as Begin and Shamir,
killed the wives and children of British
officers by blowing up the King David
hotel where they were billeted?
I guess one cri^ oily for one's own.
Butis that a reasoi todemand vengeance
on anyaie who might disagree withus?
That's what Americans seem to
want. Certainly our government does,
and so too most of CHir media. Do we
really believe that we have a right to
exploit the poor folk of the world for
our benefit, because we claim we are
and
they
are
not?
free
So now we're going to go to war. We
arecatainly entitledto^after those who
killed so many of our innocent brothers
and sisters. And we'll win, of course.
AgainstBin Laden.Against Taliban.
Against Iraq. Against whoever and
whatever. In the process we'11 kill a few
innocent children again Children who
have no clothes for the coming winter,
no houses to shelter them and no
schools to leam why they are guilty,
at two or four or six years old.
Mayb)e Evangelists
Falwell and Rob>ertson
will claim their death
is good because they
weren't Christians,
and mayt>e some State
D e p a r t m e n t
spokesperson will tell
the world that they
were so poor that
they're now betteroff.
Police officers and Firemen pull out a manfivm the
And then what?
rubble. One story ofhope amidst a tale of tradgedy
Will we now be able
to run the world the
all
perpetrated
by
CIA way
we
want
to?
Trained aid paid agsrts, I rewr diedatea;
With all the new legislation
I even cried when I heard how tsave establishing massive surveillance
had been Barbara Olson, wife of the of you and me, our CEOs will
Solicitor General, whose political certainly be pleased that the folks
-views I detested. But I didn't cry when demonstrating
against
the US invaded that wonderful tiny globalization will now be cowed
Caribbean nation of Grenada and killed forever. No more riots in Seattle,

Quebec
or
Genoa.
Peace at last. Until next time.
Who
will
it
be
then?
A child grown-up who survived
our massacre of his innocent
parents
in
El
Chorillo?
A Nicaraguan girl who learned fliat
her doctor mother and father were
murdoed by a bunch of gangsters we
called den locratic contras who read in the
CIA handbook that the best way to
destroy thicxily government which was
trying to give the country's pocr a beflalot was to kill its teadias, healthpersonnel
and government farm workers?
When will we Americans leam that
as long as we keep trying to mn the
world fcff the sake of the tx)ttom line,
we will suffer someone's revenge? No
war will ever stop terrorism as long as
we use terror to have our way. So I
stopped crying trecause I stopped
watching TV. I went for a walk.
Just four houses fiom mine. There,
a crowd had congregated tolay flowers
and lit candles in front of our local
firehouse. It was closed. It had been
closed since Tuesday because the
firemen, a wonderful bunchof fiiendly
guys
who always greeted
neighborhood folks with smiles and
good cheer, had rushed so fast to save
the victims of the first tower that they
perished with them when it collapsed.
And
1
cried
again.
^ I said to myself when I wrote
this, don't send it; some of your
students, colleagues, neighbors will
hate you, maybe even harm you. But
then I put on the TV again, and there
was Secretary of State Powell telling
me that it will be okay to go to war
against these children, these poor folks,
these US-haters, because we are
civilized and they are not. So
I
decided
to
risk
it.
Maybe, reading this, one more
person will ask: Why are so many
people in the wOTld ready to die to give
us a taste of what we give them?

John Gerassi
Professor of Political
Science
Queens College and the
Graduate Center, CUNY
E-maH:
tgerassi@qcl.qc.edu

Facilities Services
•
481i^polesw€rcaddedtoinnerwa]kw^inthelasttwelvemcnthsandll
lights wereadded to paridng lot C this summer to address scwne daikareas.
• All exteriorlighting is now on finran dusk to dawn until further notice.
•
Floodlights were added to the library roof and the Commons roof to
provide walkway lighting for some areas based upon
recommendations
made
by
a
sub-committee.
•
A survey by a professional firm was done in parking lots C, D
and E to confirm that we meet lESNA RP-20-98 (Illuminating
Engineering Society North America) requirements for parking
lot lighting levels. All other new lots were designed and
constructed
to
exceed
these
requirements.
•
A similar survey will be performed on 10/24/01 to measurelighting
levels in all inner campus walkways and recommendations made
for areas that have need of upgrading. This survey will take three
days and a report will be available
•
A team of Facilities Services and Public Safety personnel
walked the campus to review lighting and to make any
corrections to existing lighting. This team also recommended
some areas where additional lighting is needed and Facilities
is presently working on procuring materials.
•
The team noted that people were walking across dark areas of
landscaping or lawns that are not well lit. Facilities Services
would like to remind people to use lighted walkways and also
that Public Safety (x5165) does offer an escort service.
•
Facilities Services also has a maintenance person on duty
Monday through Thursday until 10:00 p.m. to review and check
lighting on campus as well as address maintenance issues.
•
Additionally, you may find the following expenditures
insightful
(from
last
fiscal
year):
•
$382,667 was expended on lighting upgrading in lots C,
D and E and on the inner walkways. (Parking Services
funded the parking lot upgrades and Facilities Services
funded
the
inner
walkway
upgrades.)
• $25,000 was expended on general repairs to exterior lights.
• $34,938 was expended to repair lights not working
(interior
and
exterior).
• $16,030 was expended on emergency light repairs.
•
$38,388 was expended on replacing interior light bulbs.
Environmental Health & Safety - Guidelines regarding the handling of
mail can be found at http://www.oes.ca.gov/. click "Terrorism", then click
"Press Releases", then click again on "Press Releases 2001", and finally
click on "Guidelines for Handling Mail". Further questions regarding
this topic may be forwarded to EH&S, x5179. Suspicious envelopes,
packages, or materials should be reported to Public Safety, x5165.

In the Next Issue learn about changes made
by the Parking Services and Public Safety

ftterietimmmi
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CONCERT
CONNECTION
10/30

Butthole Surfers
@ House of Blues/ Anaheim

10/30

Brian McKnight
@ Sun Theatre

10/31

311 & Allen Ant Farm
@ Universal Amphitheatre

11/01

Tool
@ Verizon Wireless
Amphitheatre

11/01

Leftover Salmon
@ House of Blues/ Hollywood

111103

Feul & Saliva
@ House of Blues/ Hollywood

11/03

The Breeders
@ The Glass House

11/04

Gregg Allman and
Friends
@ Sun Theatre

11/04

Blue Floyd
@ Galaxy Theatre

11/04

Do La Soul & Biz Markie
@ House of Blues/ Anaheim

11/08

Strangefolk
@ The Troubadour

11/08

Lee "Scratch" Perry
@ El Roy Theatre

11/10

Family Values Tour
featuring Stone Temple
Pilots
@ Arrowhead Pond

11/10
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standards that are part of the His brother served as his mentor i
repertoire, and playing originals teaching him how to play the i
Sta^ Writer
and concerts. The group is very saxophone and bassoon when he J
1
active here on campus and the was a teenager.
•-i:
The challenge he has had in i
students practice regularly in order,
-.#
learning music has been acquiring|
Ray Briggs is a mus^ perfect their musical talents;
the ability to master music from a|
;
This
quarter,
he
is
teaching
instructor bereat CSUSB. Bri^s,
"theoretical perspective." Hiss
Humanities
370,
African
Heritage
when interviewed, stated, "J^z is
ability to learn how to play ,5
in
the
Arts,
and
Music
180,
Studies
valuable tool for teaching life
instruments as a young child is ag
in
Music.
In
spring
of
2(X)2,
he
will
lessons, creativity, community and
teamwork skills-riiand sfrlf- betteaching African American skill he believes that has assisted 4
expression." Jaaz is an expressive Music 352. He also directs the him with his musical career. He«
type of music; It is music that has 1; performances of the ensemble believes that it is throughrich roots and is ingraiited within every quarter. He encourages technique that jazz musicians
the American populm' culture. Jhzz students to gel actively involved provide their audiences with music
that appeals to the mind and-the
reaches out to all age groups and with the Music Department, and
wants students and faculty to come ear.
ethnicities.
In the jazz arena there, sure;
Briggs directs the Jazz; out and observe the students
several
great musicians such as
Department. He began teaching playing jazz and to be exposal to
John
Coltrane,
Duke Ellington,
part-time. In the second year of his the art of music.
and
Joshua
Redman.
These are
He
believes
that
jazz
is
career, he was hired as full-time
popular
jazz
artists
that
Briggs
something
you
have
to
develop
instructor for the Music
Department. He describes his within yourself. You must follow - believes are talented and express
experience at the University as your intuition and it is a type of their music eloquently. He
music you must; appreciate. One-; . encourages diose individuals who
being positive and rewarding.
He holds a bachelor degree has to have interest in learning the are not familiar with jazj:music to
and two master's degrees from the different African rhythm, beats listen to a few artists in order to
University of Redlands and UCLA and specific patterns in music. exposed to this type of music.
Jazz is a form of music that
in music. He is currently pursing Briggs views the concept of
allows
individuals to explore the
a PH.D in music, specializing in "improvisation" as being an
arts.
It
is a form of music that is
the area of "ethnomusicology," important element in music that is
expressive,
making use of various
focusing on African American often left out.
instruments
and tones to appeal to.
Briggs'
background
in
music
, roots and how it has adopted to the
its
listenere.
and
experience
is
very
versatile.
American culture.
For those students and faculty
As Director of the Jazz He began learning about music at
who
are interested in the jazfi
as
a
child
through
private
home
Department, Briggs heads the jazz
ensemble
or upcoming events in .
piano
lessons.
Briggs
learned
ensemble. This year's band
consists of seventeen students. The about music by playing in a church the music department, contact Ray^
ensemble; focuses on jazz rhythm and blues band, and choir. Briggs at 880-5483.;,
By Kofi Tawiah

Album Releases for the Week of Oct. 30
Eagle Eye
Cherry

Present Future

Flickerstick

Title
Welcoming Home
the Astronauts

Destiny's Child

8 Days of Christmas

Tomahawk

Tomahawk

Artist

Title

Enrique Iglesias Escape

11/25

Life

Dope

Kittie

Oracle

June Tabor

Rosa Mundi

Lenny Kravits

Lenny

Daryl Dodd

Pearl Snaps

Various

Black Magic A
Tribute to Santana

Porterhouse

Thumbs Up Little
:Buddy

Kenny Wayne
Shepherd

Supertramp

It Was the Best of
Times

Various Artists

@ House of Blues/Anaheim

Wise Monkey
Orchestra

Make Believe

William Topley

Collin Raye

Can't Back Down

Original Soundtrack

Little Richard
@ San Manuel Casino

11/10

Artist

Blues Traveler
@ Sun Theatre

MTV TRL
Christmas
Feasting with
Panthers
Bears
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CREATIVE VS.
PERFORMING
Actors Speak Out
By Oscar Limon
Staff Writer

" What's in a name? That
which we call a rose by any other
name would smell as sweet."
From the pen of William
Shakespeare to the voices of the
Jfheater Arts Department, students
agree, the Creative Arts name
hange is just that...a name
hange.
Since the Campus Planning
Office changed the structure's
name, they have continued with
their usual six-play season,
according to the Theater
Department.
Head of the department
Margaret Perry stated that all of
the arts are^ creative; the
distinction had to come between
Performing Arts and Visual Arts.
Perry also went on to say that the
recent change had in no way
impeded
her
upcoming
production, A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum, scheduled to begin

performing in early November.
Veteran of the Department,
lames White, goes on to explain,
As a Theatre Arts major and
consummate performer, I see no
difference.
Well, let me clarify. The two
ideas are different aspects of the
same thing... artistic expression.
There is the creative process
where the artist is building their
work. Whether it is dance, music,
sculpting, painting, theatre or any

other artistic medium, the
creation process is present.
The performance aspect is
the presentation of that art. It is
the recital, the play, and the
exhibition, the showcasing of
what has been created.
That thought leads me to
the name change that has
everyone asking, "why?" The
building formerly known as
Creative Arts was recently
changed to Performing Arts.
Why? Well, I believe that the
answer lies not within the
building itself or even within the
students who operate out of that
building. The answer possibly
lies in the fact that there is another
building on campus entitled
Visual Arts.
Now, my observation is that
having a building named Creative
Arts suggests that the work
happening in the Visual Arts is
not "creative." We all know that
is not the case.
Therefore, let us be more
descriptive of the "type" of work
in the other building and let's call
it Performance Art. Not different,
descriptive. I'm unsure if this is
the official reason but it makes
the most sense.
All art is creative. This
building specializes in the
performance of that creative art."
With an exciting season
ahead, the Theater Department
looks to close the curtain on these
misconceptions and take a bow
for a "creative" performance well
done.

Come on
down!!!
...to your Denny's at
5975 North Palm Avenue
for a Grand Slam or
French Slam breakfast for
only $4.19.

Save over $1.50.
Offer good only at this location and between
10 p.m. and 5 a.m. Sunday-Thursday.

Not Valid Friday/Saturday Nights.

The Resurrection of Rice
T'fie Latest edition to tfie Vampire CdronicCes
By Bethany Anderson
Multicultural Editor

Anne Rice has once again
managed to enthrall and captivate
her readers. In the just released
Blood and Gold: The Vampire
Chronicles, Rice chronicles the life

of Marius, the two thousand year'
old vampire from the days of
Imperial Rome.
The remarkable story, which
takes place in flash backs from
Marius' days as a Imperial Roman
Senator, to the ill fated moment he
was kidnapped and given the dark
gift which made him a creature of
the undead, is a great follow up to
Rice's last
w o r k ,
Merrick.

Revelations
in the book
range from
the secret of
Marius'
disappearance
the
to

bloody flame filled
confrontation between
him and the Satan
worshipping vampire
Santino in Venice.
In addition to
finally getting into
Marius' head and most
intimate secrets, you can
also look forward to
seeing what Daniel has
been up to. Also
included are some old
vampire friends and foes
such
as
Mekare,
Maharet. Mael, Bianca
and old blood drinkers
from Marius's past.
Fans of Rice will be
taken aback by Rice's
incorporation of a three
way, three hundred year old love
affair between Marius, Bianca
and his soul mate Pandora. There
are no cat fights, but let us just
say that when it comes to love and
desire, Marius tries to have his
cake and eat it to.
Anne Rice has been able to

Author Anne Rice

take her readers into the world of
theuiK%^
For more information
regarding Anne Rice, her novels,
fans, and movies, try. these web
sites;
www.annerice.com,
www.bn.com,
as well as
www.biography.com.

ntertmnrnent
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W fiatever
Suits Your
ette
The Coyote Chronicle

CSUSB Student art work. Clock
wise from top; Wine on Terrace by
Hal Hoverland, Two Jar Set by
Joey Razniz, Vase and Fruit Bowl
by Chad Alpert, Summer Sault by
Elena Johnson, Cocktail Party by
Hal Hooverland
Photos by Louie Miller
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CONCERT
CONNECTION
0/30

Butthole Surfers
@ House of Blues/Anaheim

10/30

Brian McKnight
@ Sun Theatre

10/31

311 & Alien Ant Farm
@ Universal Amphitheatre

11/01

Tool
@ Verizon Wireless
Amphitheatre

11/01

Leftover Salmon
@ House of Blues/ Hollywood

11/03

Feu! & Saliva
@ House of Blues/ Hollywood

11/03

The Breeders
@ The Glass House

11/04

Gregg Allman and
Friends
(3) Sun Theatre

11/04

Blue Floyd
@ Galaxy Theatre

11/04

De La Soul & Biz Markie
@ House of Blues/Anaheim

11/08

Strangefolk
@ The Troubadour

11/08

Lee "Scratch" Perry
@ El Rey Theatre

11/10

Family Values Tour
featuring Stone Temple
Pilots

11/25

Jazz is a form of music that
allows Individuals to explore the
arts. It is a form of music that is
expressive, making use of various
instruments and tonds to appeal to
its listeners.
For thosestudents and facuify'
who are interested in the jazz
ensemble or upcoming events in
the music department, contact Ray
Briggs at 880-5483.

Album Releases for the Week of Oct. 30
Artist

Title

Artist

Eagle Eye
Cherry

Present Future

Flickerstick

Destiny's Child

8 Days of Christmas

Tomahawk

Enrique Iglesias Escape

Title
Welcoming Home
the Astronauts
Tomahawk
Life

Dope

Oracle

June Tabor

Rosa Mundi

Lenny Kravits

Lenny

Daryl Dodd

Pearl Snaps

Porterhouse

Thumbs Up Little
Buddy

Various

Kenny Wayne
Shepherd

Supertramp

It Was the Best of
Times

Various Artists

@ House of Blues/Anaheim

Wise Monkey
Orchestra

Make Believe

William Topley

Collin Raye

Can't Back Down

Original Soundtrack

Little Richard
@ San Manuel Casino

11/10

His brother served as his mentor
teaching him how to play the
saxophone and bassoon when he
was a teenager.
The challenge he has had in
learning music has been acquiring
the ability to master music from a
"theoretical perspective." His
ability to learn how to play
instruments as a young child is a
skill he believes that has assisted
him with his musical career. He
believes that it is through
technique that jazz musicians
provide their audiences with music
tiliat appeals to the mind and the
ear.
In the jazz arena there are
several great musicians such as
John Goltrane, Duke Ellington,
and Joshua Redman. These are
popular jazz artists that Briggs
believes are talented and express their music eloquently. He
encourages those individuals who
"are not familiar with jazz music to
listen to a few artist

Kittie

@ Arrowhead Pond

11/10

standards that are part of the
repertoire, and playing originals
StaifWriter
,and concerts. The group is very
active here on campus' and the
students practice regularly in order
Ray ^firiggs
a^rausip- perfect their musical talents.
This quarter, he is teaching
instructor here at CSUSB. Brig^,
Mhen interviewed, state<f^^"Ja2zis Humanities 370, African Heritage
valuable tool for teaching life in the Arts, and Music 180, Studies
lessons, creativity, community and in Music. In spring of2002, he will
teamwork skills ;.ahd selt- be teaching African American
expression." Jazz is an expressive >^usic=352. He also directs the
type of music. It is musi(^Tiat has j -.performances of the ensemble
rich roots and is ingi^ed within every quarter. He encourages
the American popiS&^feire Jii/z students to get actively involved
reaches out to all age groups;and ; with tl«e Music. Department, and
wants students and faculty to come
ethnicities.
Briggs directs the Jazz out and observe the students
Department. He began teaching playingjazz and.to be exposed to
tW^iofmusic.
. \
i-jpart-time. In the secondyear of his
~ He believes that Jazz is"
career, he was hired as full-time
instructor for the Music something you have to develop
Department. He describes his within yourself. You must follow
experience at the University as your intuition and it is a type of
music you mustiappreciate. One
being positive and rewarding.
has to have interest in learning the
He holds a bachelor degree
and two master's degrees from the different African rhythm, beats
'University of Redlands and UCLA and^ecific patterns in music.
. in music. He is currently pursing Briggs views the concept of
a PH.D in music, specializing in "improvisation" as being an
the area of "ethnomusicology," important element in music that is
i focusing on African American often left out.
Briggs' background in music
iroots and how it has adqjted to the
and experience is very versatile.
s American culture.
As Director of the Jazz He began learning about music at
;
? Department, Briggs heads the jazz home as a child through private
ensemble. This year's band piano lessons. Briggs learned
consists of seventeen students. The about music by playing in a church
ensemble focuses on jazz rhythm and blues band, and choir.
By, KofiTawiah

Blues Traveler
@ Sun Theatre

Black Magic A
Tribute to Santana
MTVTRL
Christmas
Feasting with
Panthers
Bears
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November 2-9

Events Calendar
Frida}\ 2

AiDS DAY CONFERENCE

Sponsored6 AM.
By;-4Health
Science
P.M.

NOONTIME BAND SERIES;
RUFFIO
STUDENT UWOM PPOGRAW BOARD

12 NOON-1P.M.
LiEWAPy LAvyn

STXJDEf^T UNION Evbits CB^R

TESTBy:PREPARATION
Sponsored
touu RE-€hm?y Cbmter
11 A.M. - t2Noai
STUDY SKILLS SERIES:

Studb^t LNon Board Room
XS2S3

Sunday^ 4

athouc Campus Ministry Meetiiiks
SCponsored
By7; 30ffcwMAN
Cathouc Fellcwshp
P.M. - 9:30 P.M.
Stuob^ Union F#«PLAce Lounge
909 475-5388

Monday, 5

STUDIES IN THE BIBLE

5 P M. - 6 P.M
Stud^jt Uwyj Board Room

LUBOS
NG PILIPINO CLUB(CM
EETING
SpoNSOREoBYimBOS
.y.P.A)
6 P.m. -7I30P.M.. •

STlA)P^^T l>iciN

UNFV^RSRRV RcOM

Tuesday^ 6
ASI FINANCE BOARD MEETING
ASSOOATEO STUDENTS INCORPORATED

10 A.M. -12 Noon
Student Unkx-j Boajo Roc«
X5932

ASIssooated
BOARD OFStudents
DIRECTORS
MEETING
^orporated
12Ncoj-2P.M.
Stuccmt Un»dn Board Room

FORGET^LNESS OF THE EMPIRE
SponsorhjBy:
Student UraoN C^ioss Ciahural Center
1 P.M. -

3 P.M.

Stioemt UT40N Events CENTER C
X7204

SIGMA CHI DERBY DAYS
INFORMATION NIGHT
SpOnsoros Br S»gmaCh
7 P.M. - 9

P.M.

Stucent Union Board Room
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING

8 P.M. - 10 P.M.

Student Unotj Bom® FtooM

iNTRAFRATERraTY CoUNCtt. MEETTNG
8P-M.-10P.M,
Student Union UhSvEBSiTY Room
HEALTH FAIR
SPONSORHTBY;
STUO©IT UNION
CIATURAL CEWRER
10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

STUDENT UMON Cajfrr^'ARD
X7204

RENEW CATTOLIC FAITH SHARING
HFEWMAN CATHOUC FELLOWSHP
12 NOON - 1 P.M.
STUDENT UF«OJ BOAPO ROOM

Thursday^ 8
STUDENT UNION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
10 A M - 12 N0C«
STUDENFT LFRIK3N BOARD ROCM

909 475-5388

M.A.P.S. MEETING

NOONTIME BAND SERIES:
BUCKFAST SUPERBEE
STUDENT UHSCW PROGFIAM BOARD

12 Noon - 1 PM.
STUOENT 1>«3N UNfi^Rsnv ROOM

12 Ncxl^^ -1 PM.
SlUDElNTT UNK>i COUFlTVAflD

DIRECT LOANS ENTRANCE &
EXIT WORKSHOP

- 3 PM. - 4 PM.
Student Union Eve^rs Center C
X5162

COLLEGE BOWL
STUDENT UMON PROGRAM BOATO

COYOTE KARAOKE
Student Umon Program Boafs>

X5941

4:30 P.M. - 8:30 P.M.
Student UnXin Pub

6:15 P.M. -7:45 P.M.
STUDENT UNICN EVENTS C^wrei A

Fridayy9
FINAL REPORT CCNE ACCREWTATION
SPONSORED BY: NURSMG CTEPMMMENT

10A.M. - 12:XPM,
STUDENT l>aON EVENTS CENTER C

LBSA MEETING

LATTK) BuSPera SnAEKT ASSOOAnCN

X7627

6 PM

RENEW CATHOLIC FAITH SHARING
NEV4WM CATHOUC FBIOWSHP

STUDY SKILLS SERIES:
IMPROVING CONCENTRATION
SPONSORED BY: ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

7:30 P.M. • 9 P.M.
Studbvt HflOJ Board Rqc»^
909 475-5388

1 1 A.M. - 1 2 N oon
tudent Uncn Board Room
X5253

S

To place an event in the Calendar,
please bring information to

A

Pr«f»nr»<f C«url«»y »t
SliMtMrt Union amH9M« Arte

Student Union Graphics,
room SU112, call x3942
or e-mail at; sugraphic8l@hotm2Hl.com

SfkonfMrcd Caurt«»y ot the
Student UnKM Creee CuRural Center

a graduate degree costs too much?

Come watch our NATIONALLY
RANKED Women's Volleyball
team with

Cal Baptist's
Graduate
Degree
Programs
Master of Business
Administration

Women's Volleyball Game!!
THIS FRIDAY
October 26th
7:00 PM
Coussoulis Arena

Wear your Coyote Pack
Tee-shirt to receive
FREE IN-N-OUT
BURGER MEAL
COUPONS!!
^Supplies are limited

Master of Science in
Counseling
Psychoiogv
Masters Degees
in Education
Master of Arts
in Englisli
Education Credential
Programs
Cal Baptist also offers
undergraduate degree
programs in more than
20 areas.

Here's a great
investment
tip; Cal Baptist.

J
'M

A graduate degree is
supposed to pay
dividends for a lifetime —
but not all graduate degrees are
created equal. At Cal Baptist, you can
count on personalized
attention from talented faculty,
widely recognized graduate programs,
and an ethical focus that distinguishes
you from the crowd. So don't think of
your Cal Baptist graduate degree as
money out of pocket. It's more like
money in the bank.

CaMa^
u NIV E a s ITr
84 3 2 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, Caiifernia 9 2504
1.877.228.8877
1.809.343.4249
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kind of pride in any
-Details
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is
worth
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mentioning.
My night at El Castillo was
It is not clear whether Pub
Another very cool thing that very different from Gotham
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ic Safety has garnered any
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that the brothers gave to
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their fraternity. Chapters
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the case was on vacation
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I
attended
from
San
a
n
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won't be back until
e
n
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Bernardino, Riverside and
n
e
x
t
week. Unfortunately it
m
o
r
e
t
h
a
n
G
o
t
h
a
m
,
a
s
i
d
e
u s e . The brothers from
each school separately from hot guy, but I felt like makes you wonder, if the
chanted some pride-filled "that girl" even more in this detective in charge of the
words on stage and did some environment. I don't know case is on vacation or out of
kind of ritualistic dance. I if it is a good or bad thing town for some other reason,
didn't understand the words just yet, but I am starting to who is on the trail of the
be "that girl" at every club I criminals terrorizing our
because they were recited
Will they be
with too much passion to be attend, and for some reason, campus?
c
a
u
g
h
t
,
o
r
w
i
ll this go down
coherent, but I thought that I am forgetting to care.

-Club
continued from page

as just another unsolved
c
a
s
e
?
It seems the authorities
cannot patrol the parking
lots and keep them safe at
all times due to the large
volume of students this

C L A S S I F I E D S

Student Union Comer
yvc:tc«>mes atl tt> the...

7^ 2001
'

Student Union

year. The chronicle will
continue to inform students
about any updates in this
case, we urge all students
and faculty to report any
suspicious activity to Pub
lic Safety right away.

A T T N . S T U D E N T S !
work from dorm or home. No
fees, immediate income. Jiring
readers of all types. Tarot,
Psychics, Astrologers etc...
CALL 800-277-8482 EXT 5,9

Internet Company hiring busi
ness savvy, disciplined students
for marketing positions on your
campus.
PT, nice salary
www.workoncampus.com

Lose 2-8 lbs. Everv Week...Or
need extra energy... 100%
Natural...Safe...Guaranteed!!
or
www.up2uhealth.com
8 0 - 3 1 1 - 5 8 0 4

The Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation has granted
your Student Health Center an
award
to
offer
FREE
Mammograms
dents. Call (

t omtore
trMjorrnetttcfn
please call:

<909) sso-7204

Courtyard
Looking to earn Money for your
organization or yourself? Try
Find-U, a no cost fundraising
program that's easy and reliable.
Call 1-866-48-FindU or visit
w w w . f u n d - U . c o m

If you would like to place a
classified ad,
Please call (909) 880-5297
for prices and availablility.

angular Wireless Stores
SAN BERNADINO
885 E Harriman Place, (909) 885-7581
888 Harriman Place, (909) 885-4049
2041 E Highland Ave., (909) 425-9197
1099 E Hospitality Lane
(909) 478-5565

Shop by phonefor del'very,

caH fSdd'ONCULAR.

For jobs that rock, visit us
at www.cingular.com

$^999'
With Activation After
S100 Discount

Wireless Internet
Ready

Buyon« Nokia 3390
and get thesecond one
at no additional charge
with a 2-year agreement.

NOKIA
CCNNECTINO PE<*LB
3390

Downloadable &
programmable
ringtones
#
Changeable
color covers

PACIFIC QBELL.
Wirebu

is now a part of Cingiilar Wireless.

/"

Get 150 anytime minutes, plus choose one

5

I of thefollowing with a S29.99 per month rate plan
unlimited nights and weekends
unlimited nationwide long distance
•
wireless internet access with
100 interactive messages
•
1 SO bonus minutes
1000 mobile to mobile minutes

>:cingular
WIRELESS

What do you have to say?"
1-e<56-C(NGULAR

420 E Hospitality Lane, #A6
(909)384-0222
945 E Hospitality Lane
(909) 478-9884
100 inland Ctr., (909) 384-4200
500 S Inland Center Drive
space 5512, (909) 381-5858

Phone prrce and offer
may va^ by locstiofy.

Service offei available to

new and

exfsbr>9 customers

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 1- or 2-year contract
for eliqible Cingular calling plans required. 'Promotional phone offer requires a wovear agreement. Phone models subject to availability. Offer cannot be corribined
with any other special offers. $150 early termination fee and $36 activaliori tee
apply. Weeknight hours are 9PM to 6:59AM, and weekend hours are 12:01AM
Saturday to 11:59PM Sunday. Long distance charges apply unless yew have also
chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long Distance appl'es to calls
oriqinating from our CA/NV/WA/ID network and terminating in the U.S. Aiilime
charqes apply. Wireless Internet access applies to access charge orily and does
not include per minute usage. Wireless Internet requires a WAP-enabled handset.
Wireless Internet is only available in select Cingular Wireless service areas.
Wireless Internet is not equivalent to landline Intemet. Usage and overage charges
for Wireless Intemet service are billed in one-minute increments from our voicecalllnq plan and charged as provided in your rate plan. Third Party content
providers may impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless Intern^ * [8?, AA!I^
additional details. Anytime minutes are available on the Cingular CA/f4V/WA/ID
network Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming, universal service tee or
other charqes. Package minutes and unlimited night and weekend minutes apply
to calls made or received within CA/NVAWA/ID network. Airtime in excess of any
package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50. Digital phone
and Cinqular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and other rneasured
usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each cal for billing
Durposes Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing period
and are forfeited. lyTobile to Mobile offer applies to airtime for incoming or outgoing
voice calls to or from a Cingular PCS subscriber enrolled in the MTM plan to orfrom
another Cingular PCS subscriber. MTM subscriber must be within the
CA/NA/WA/ID network to take advantage of the MTM
Excludes
applicable long distance charges, calls while roaming out of our CA/NVAWA/llJ
network, calls to voice mail, 411, Wildfire (not available in ail areas), and forv^rd
calls If the called party does not have unlimited MTM calling option, called pahy s
package minutes will be reduced or called party will incur an airtime charge. MTM
offer may be terminated by Cingular after end of agreerrientterm. Opt[onal
features may be cancelled after initial term of the service contract^mer
conditions and restrictions apply.See contract and store for details.©2001
m
Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300 series phones are
trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates. Cingular Wireless,
"What do you have to say?" and the graphic icon are Service Marks of
Cingular Wireless LLC. ©2001 Cingular Wireless LLC. All rights reserved.
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Recreational Sports Waiver Under Fire
By Rody Rodriguez
Staff Writer

By Brian Short
Sports Editor
Coach of the Year in the
NFL: Butch Davis, Cleveland
Browns. His team doesn't have
a lot of talent on offense, but his
team forces a lot of turnovers
and plays with tremendous heart.

The Critics need to shut
up and read this: Jerome Bettis,
"The Bus", is still a productive
running back for the Pittsburgh
Steelers, despite a knee injury
that hampered him over the past
two seasons. He surpassed the
10,000 yard rushing plateau this
season and had a terrific game
against Tampa Bay's stingy
defense, rushing for 143 yards
on 17 carries, and threw a 32
yard touchdown pass to tight end
Jerame Tuman.
The Dallas Cowboys were
so desperate for a quarterback
this season they signed "good
citizen" Ryan Leaf to a 3 year
deal. It just proves how much
confidence Jerry Jones really has
in quarterbacks; Quincy Carter
and Anthony Wright.

The Chicago Bears are
Back—only if they had a
bonified Quarterback.
This will make you cry,
Coach: Dick Vermeil is not a
very good coach! We are finding
out how good he really is in KG,
and honestly, he looks like the
old losing Vermeil. You know
the one who coached Tony
Banks in St. Louis and was 4 and
12 every season before the real
brains of that team, Mike Martz,
arrived in 1999.

This just in: The Baltimore
Ravens are not going to the
Super Bowl. Why? Their
defense is not playing well and
lack of a rushing attack.
The Reality: The Atlanta
Braves will need to add youth
and talent to a team that expects
to compete in the future for a
World Series crown.
It could happen: The
D'Backs have a real good
chance to derail the Yankees.
Why?
Pitchers Curt Schilling and
Randy Johnson.
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Recently the school has
passed a measure requiring stu
dents to sign a waiver to waive all
damages from recreational sports
activity here at CSUSB.
This has come under fire. It
has been argued that this waiver
allows recreational sports to waive
responsibility for it's own negli
gence.
Richard Craig, the Recre

'Yanks'

ational Sports Coordinator, argues
that, "In this litigious society, we
unfortunately need to do this. I've
worked at 14 universities and this
is just good business practice. Sol
decided to go through with it (the
waiver)."
Craig also stales that in order
to continue with the creation of the
new recreational center, the waiver
is needed.
"This protects the program for
funding against a lawsuit. If some
one were to decide to create a law
suit, this would stop the ongoing

construction."
Craig notes that in order for
the school to cut cost on insur
ance, the waiver had to be imple
mented. "A lot of insurance
agencies won't cover without
this type of document. Without
it, thecost of insurance would go
up and we would not be able to
afford for the program to con
tinue."
Even with these explana
tions, there are others that still
dispute this new waiver. Hope
fully, this waiver won't ever need
to be tested.

Look to Defend Championship

By Rody Rodriguez
Staff Writer

All right baseball fans, it's
time for the World Series. The Fall
Classic should be one to remember.
The scries match up is between the
razor-sharp Arizona Diamondbacks
and mighty New York Yankees.
The series appears to be a great
match-up.
Both teams are coming off of
strong victories. Dte unstoppable
Yankees have won 4 out of the last
5 World Series and handed the
record setting 116 game winner
Seattle Mariners a good old fash
ioned beating. The Yankees Andy
Pettite was named the series Most
Valuable Player. The Yankees are
looking for another victory to add
to their prestigious crown of 25
world championships.
The Diamondbacks handed

Tino Martinez and Mariano Rivera
celebrate their victory over the
Seattle Mariners. The Yankees will
have a tough hill to climb against the
Arizona Diamondbacks.

the Atlanta Braves another ticket
out of the post season (they should
be used to it by now). Winning the
series 4 games to 1, Randy Johnson
showed the world why this team is
a true contender. The Diamond
backs might be the underdog, but
you just can't count them out.

They're looking for their first
world series championship and
are the fastest team to reach the
World Series (The team was
founded in 1998).
Beginning on Saturday
October 26, Fox will begin
broadcasting the games. Hope
fully it won't be another sweep
and maybe the Fall Classic will
live up to its name. Sadly, by the
time you read this, the series
might be over.

Curt Schilling will make life difficult
for the New York Yankees

Flag Football Draws Stiff Competition
By John D. Halcon
Staff Writer
After losing its first flag foot
ball game of the season to 2 D.H.,
Delta Sigma Phi Epsilon is on a twogame winning streak after handing
Johnny Blaze its first loss of the in
tramural season, 18-6 on October 26
at Cal State San Bernardino's Ath
letic Complex.
After Sigma Nu blanked the
East Sidaz 20-0 along with 2 D.H.'s
6-0 win against Sigma Chi, there is
a three-way tie for first place in the
AFC standings at the end of week
three action.
Sigma Nu, Sig. Ep and Johnny
Blaze all share a 2-1 mark while the
East Siderz remain at 1-2.
In the NFC contest, UFA re
mained in first place after receiving

a bye in week three.
However, the Mexican Con
nection used an overtime 21-20 vic
tory against Sigma Chi to make the
race for the top of the NFC a little
more interesting.
The game went into overtime
after both teams battled to a 14-14
standstill, but a one-point conver
sion in O.T. made the difference for
the M.C.
Both Sigma Chi and the M.C.
share 2-1 records, and also trail
UFA (2-0) by half a game.

Soccer
Team TKE could not have
asked for a better ending as they
outlasted Sigma Phi Epsilon 8-7 in
double-overtime during week three
of Cal State San Bernardino's in
tramural sports.

After both teams battled to
a 1-1 match, two overtime
shootouts were enforced before
the contest was decided when a
TKE player managed to shoot the
ball past the Sig. Ep goalie for
the decisive goal and victory in
the Open Two League.
Sigma Nu kept its unde
feated mark at 2-0 cruising to a
4-2 win against Delta Sigma Chi
(0-3) while the Old Timers re
mained idle with a bye in Open
Two.
Meanwhile, in Open One,
two undefeated teams clashed
with El Tri getting the decisive
3-2
outcome
against
Charismatics.
El Tri (3-0) will face Win
ners (1-1) in week four, then will
have a bye, thus if El Tri beats
the Winners, they will have sole

possession of first place in Open
Two of the soccer league.
Charismatic played the entire
second half with a man down af
ter one of its players suffered an
ankle injury.
Winners defeated Sigma Chi
3-2 while the East Siderz (0-2)
were granted a bye.

3-on-3 Hoops
Money Inc. Ballas remained
the team to beat on the basketball
court as they collected their third
straight win of the quarter, sweep
ing past Team A (1-1) on October
23 of week three action.
All Net and Yellow Monkeys
are both a game behind Money
Inc. Ballas at 2-1, while Team
Swoll and Dog Team both re
mained winless.

Ford Leads Coyotes to Ninth Consecutive Win
Sophomore Kim Ford
tallies 34 kills to lead
the Coyotes to its 9"*
consecutive win.

John D. Halcon
Staff Writer
Cal State San Bernardino's
volleyball team may be the perfect
example of what the word
"dominate" defines in the
dictionary, especially after the
•Coyotes posted back-to-back
victories against UC Davis on
October 19 and Chico State on
October 20 at Coussoulis Arena.
Since dropping a 3-1 match
against Cal State Bakersfield on
September 22, the Coyotes have
manufactured a 9-game winning
streak to complement its 14-1 and
22-1 overall season mark, which
places the Yotes atop the CCAA
standings with seven remaining
games.
"We're definitely a much
better team," said middle-blocker
Kristen Soliz. "I think we're a
much stronger team, mentally,
since that loss."

Kim Ford goes up strong up strong against
Sonoma State.

Although Soliz isn't quite the
person to boast about her
performance, the sophomore
played a pivotal role during her
team's 30-22, 30-13, 30-17 feat
against Chico State (9-6, 13-9).
The sophomore six-footer
concluded the contest with 9 kills
raising her season total to 221,
which is third amongst her team
behind Ford (387) and
Morohunfola (282).
However, much of the
Coyotes offensive production has
been from Ford who damaged
Chico State for 18 kills, and also
backed her own end of the court
garnering 16 digs. Bridget Harris
and Morohunfola each added
eights kills apiece as the Coyotes
drew a 55-24 advantage in kills.

Bridget Harris serves
one up as Kim Ford
looks on.

"Our ball control and defense
is starting to pick-up," added
Soliz. "But I know that everyone
is still gunning for us, so we have
to take every team as an
opportunity for us to get better."
Staci Gorubec paced Chico
State with seven kills and seven
digs as Christy McCune added 21
assists.
Cal State San Bernardino will
host its final regular-season
contest on Halloween night
against the neighboring Cal Poly
Pomona Broncos at 7 p.m. before
starting a four-game road trip on
November 2 against UC San
Diego, Grand Canyon, San
Francisco State, and Sonoma
State.
Then the Coyotes will enter

Coyotes volley back on defense
during their 3-0 win.

Lady Coyotes poised to receive a
Sonoma State serve.

the NCAA Pacific Regional
playoffs during November 15-17
before hopefully concluding the
season at the Elite Eight
Championship from November 29
until December 1.

Yotes down Aggies

Coyotes for 13 kills, 14 digs and
two service aces in leading the
Aggies (7-7, 11 -9) effort.

Slowly but surely for
Morohunfola
Since spraining her left knee
on September 26 against Cal Poly
Pomona, All-American Kim
Morohunfola has overcome her
injury and continues to be a force
for the Coyotes on offense.

Three different players
combined for 36 kills as Cal State
San Bernardino held off UC Davis
30-17,30-26,30-25 on October 19
at Coussoulis Arena.
I
Kim Ford generated a mato^ oacKio
high 16 kills as April Nicolson and play, she is progressing each week
Kristen Soliz each added 10 kills despite sometimes playing with a
knee brace to proctect her left
each.
Amy Pope dominated the knee.
Morohunfola is second
passing game with 43 assists, and
behind
Kim Ford in team kills and
Bridget Harris also added 10 digs
second
behind Kristen Soliz{9^'
for the Coyotes.
Becky Olson peppered the in team blocks with 74.
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'Lady Yotes' End Season on a High Note
By Omar Zubiar
Staff Writer
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CSUSB women's soccer
team has left behind a winning
season.
In 19 out of its 20 games
played, the Lady Coyotes have
outscored their opponents 42-33,
have outshot the competition 3196, and have won 11 out of 19
games. Coach Christian Johnson
has much to be proud of when the
women's soccer team is con
cerned.
On Thursday, October 25, the
soccer team had its last home

game of the season against the
Grand Canyon University Ante
lopes. Before the game even be
gan there was much excitement in
the air as the five seniors (Lisa
Ament, Samantha Bloomfield,
Melissa Madalena, Carolyn
Myers, and Erica Ortega) were
honored and given five-year
CSUSB athletic events passes to
commemorate the last home game
of their college careers.
After the brief pre-game cer
emony, the Coyotes were more
than ready to give the crowd a
show to remember the season by.
The team went into the first half
with Michelle Lopez scoring twice

and Kayla Humphries adding an
other.
The game finished with that
same 3-0 score and yet another
shutout for the team.

Cross Country Harriers Goes the Distance
finish line in 20'" place complet
ing the 6,0(X) meter course with a
lime
of
23:56.
U.C. Davis won its fourth
CSUSB's Katie Pederson straight CCAA title after the squad
finished in 17'^ place as she led her finished with 20 points.
Other Coyote runners were
cross country team to a 9th place
finish with 263 points in the Cali Gina Villanueva (26:14), Krysta
fornia Collegiate Athletic Associa Cochrane (27:24), Stacy Frahm
tion
Championship. (27:28), Evelia DeLaTorre (28:08)
Pederson, a junior, ran the and Amy Niessen (33:26).
The NCAA West Regional
U.C. San Diego course in 23 min
will be on Saturday, November 3
utes and 48 seconds while team
Western
Washingtion.
mate Hannah Knight crossed the at

By John D. Halcon
Staff Writer

